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(PPx1) The Way x25. Sunday 23 June_2019. 

The Way of the Spirit: CONTINUITY and OPPOSITION. (The only constant is change.
The world, the neighbourhood, the church is in transition: instability is the basis for 
creativity). 

READ: (PPx2) Acts 2: 38 – 47 and Matthew 13: 1-9 and 18 - 23. (Sower/Soils -all 3 
Synoptic Gospels)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9IOhGPrRvY   on VPBC Facebook.

JESUS declared himself to be the Way (to the Father John 14: 6) and his followers are
described as those who belonged to the Way. (Acts 9: 2). Therefore, individually and 
as a local church we are part of the one     NEW PEOPLE from many nations who are in 
union with Jesus Christ (Ephesians 2: 15) and who have the Holy Spirit… (Trinity 
Sunday).

Pentecost is celebrated in the Church not just as a single day in the Church calendar 
but as a lifelong relationship – living the way of the spirit. “Pentecost” is the promise 
(Acts 2: 39) empowered that the Church will continue - I will build my church, says 
Jesus (Matt 16: 18). We are not on our own – we have the Spirit and the Spirit has us! 
Last week we began to think about continuity and the activities the early church 
engaged in and what resulted. In more than 2,000 years of the life of the Church it 
has morphed many times to meet the mission need of changing societies and cultures 
BUT the core life of the Spirit has to be maintained.  

The work to continue requires something new in every generation – but it will 
always bear the marks and character of God. 

(PPx3) Therefore, the first requirement as it were is for people when they hear the 
Good News of Jesus and resurrection to ASK (Acts 2 v37) What shall we do? And the 
speakers for the church need to be clear in their answer v38 turn from sins, be baptised
in Jesus Name and receive God’s gift – the Holy Spirit.

Secondly (or really at the same time) v41 following: be added to the group – JOIN in 
the same day (church) and GIVE TIME (v42) to learning from those who have God’s 
anointing for teaching, and taking part in the fellowship, and share in the 
fellowship meals and prayers. (Pause here…is this too much to ask?)

The next thing that follows in the Scripture Acts 2 is a DESCRIPTION of what took place
because of what we have detailed (above): it is beautiful and encouraging to me.

(PPx4)The continuity that the Spirit brings is threatened.  According to the teaching 
of Jesus in the Parable of the Sower by amongst other things it is threatened by the  
Message not going deep enough into people’s hearts, (so there is only a superficial 
understanding of the message and presumably little change brought about in the 
persons mind and little change in their actions). When the going gets tough – trouble or 
persecution the Believer with a shallow experience simply gives up.
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Continuity is also threatened by over busy and stressed lives, and/ or by being driven or
hindered by greed and anxiety. Jesus likens the things that choke God’s message or 
stifle spiritual life and growth to thistles and thorns.

In other worlds the World tends be a hostile place for any spiritual life to thrive. It can be
tough to follow Jesus and obey his teaching.

The threats come both from within us and also from outside of us.

The interior threats are grouped as “worries about this life and love of riches which 
choke the message/ seed”. (Most of us experience these things – certainly anxiety, 
perhaps not all are drawn to wealth seeking).

The exterior threats are grouped as “The Evil One who snatches away the message” 
and “trouble and persecution comes because of the message” people give up if the 
message has not gone deep into their lives. 

I want to speak positively about all the people I have seen who responded to God’s 
message about God’s love and asked Jesus to come into their lives, those who then 
went on to let that message go deeper into their minds and hearts as they -

JOINED in the community of others who also wanted to go deeper from a whole host of 
backgrounds and life’s experiences (church). And I want to talk about those who I’ve 
known who GIVE TIME (v42) to learning from those who have God’s anointing for 
teaching, and take part in the fellowship, and share in the fellowship meals and 
prayers. There are many that I can talk about who I can look at and learn from. From 
their lives and struggles (oh so many struggles) has come fruit – often through 
adversity, many acts of kindness and generosity, often a campaigning and arguing for 
justice for the downtrodden and so on. I can’t know how much prayer and deep thinking 
has gone on but I can see change and therefore praise God for this co-operation of a 
person with the Spirit of God.

Sadly, though I can also remember those who once took a few steps towards God – 
and exercised a little faith but it was quickly removed and spiritual life died in any 
outward form and sometimes quite self centred, narrow lives continued. I remember 
those who would/ could not resist the pressures of friends or family to attend events or 
parties which apparently suddenly all happened on a Sunday or when ever the church 
was meeting. It isn’t easy as we all know to juggle these things. It’s hard when your 
family say – “so you love the church more than you love me” to give an answer that’s 
acceptable. I’ve seen oh so many whose anxieties about their relatives, work, savings, 
house decorations or whatever end up putting God very low down their list of priorities. 
I’ve lost count of people who tell me they are “fine with Jesus and pray regularly” but 
have no time to meet with God’s people to worship, pray, study the Bible, eat together 
and remember the LORD JESUS together. And soon or over a season the Message of 
Jesus in their lives shrivels and shrivels and doesn’t blossom and fruit. And the values 
of this world take over. 
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There are things which prevent the continuity of God’s People that we can do 
something about…I believe that, and it gives me hope. 

If we each spend time in the Spirit (seed/ message) GOING DEEPER – that is 
change working from the inside rather than doing a superficial resolution to change a 
few lifestyle choices,

and by GIVING TIME to the things that are given priority here by the early Church 
so that the community is built strong and grows through outreach

then that should serve as a corrective to these things that threaten continuity.

They are not just a corrective. – From a life lived with the message of Jesus going 
DEEPER into the soil of our lives, our hearts and minds – will come fruit – even 100%. 
Mercy will be shown, and acts of justice encouraged among us, families will be 
changed, and the church will grow and the Kingdom of God will be extended in the 
earth.

BUT also, it will enable the churches to ask HOW CAN WE BE RELEVANT to the 
needs of the people and the planet? What SHAPE should we take to best tell and be 
the Good News to other people?

As the churches genuinely ask God then and listen to the “Word and the World” (John 
Stott’s – we have 2 ears quote) we will know what to do. Then we simply and faithfully 
follow. There will be trouble and persecution that come because of the message but the 
church will have it’s roots deep enough into God to survive and even thrive.

Last thought (as we today are thinking of Uganda in our Family Dedication today). 
Winston Churchill called Uganda “the pearl of Africa”. How much do we value the 
Kingdom of God? Jesus likened desiring the Kingdom of God to a merchant trader 
finding the pearl of such value and beauty and being prepared to sell everything they 
had in order to gain it. (Matthew 13: 45-46). Where there is longing and desire then 
continuity is more certain. 
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